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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this pack is to provide a set of guidelines for members of the community to 

work with Stafford Borough Council in setting up their own ‘Friends of’ groups. These groups 

can help assist in enhancing and promoting the use of parks and green spaces within 

Stafford Borough.  

Setting up a group gives all members of the community the chance to develop their local 

park or green space in line with the needs of the community. Being a ‘Friend’ is an excellent 

way of providing facilities, events and activities for your local community and also meeting 

new people and making friends.  

This pack explains the basic stages of starting up a group, from organising your first meeting, 

writing a constitution to promoting your group and its projects.  

What is a Friends of Parks Group? 

A Friends group is a group of people who voluntarily work to maintain, improve and 

promote a green space, be it a park or a more informal area. Working in partnership with 

the Council they give residents a greater say in what goes on in their local park.  

What do they do?  

Groups volunteer their time and energy on a variety of projects which can include but aren’t 

limited to: 

• Promoting the park; 

• Holding events in the park; 

• Enhancing biodiversity; 

• Producing information on the parks; 

• Contributing to the planning and management of the park. 

2. Setting up a Friends of Park group 

Starting a Friends Group is often the most difficult stage as it involves finding likeminded 

individuals who want to become involved in a voluntary group and have the time to commit 

to such a venture.  

Stage 1: Getting together 

This can often be the most daunting stage of setting up the group but there are a few simple 

things you can do which may help.  

Many groups advertise an informal gathering where interested parties can get a feel for 

what a Friends group will be doing. The most important thing to remember is to get the 

community involved. This could involve sending out flyers, putting up posters or having a 

chat with people you meet in the park. 
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The main aim of this stage is to talk to as many people as possible. You will find out that 

generally many people in the community have an opinion about the park or green space in 

question.  

Part of the work of a ‘Friends of’ is to take these views and opinions and relay them back 

into the development and management of the park. It is likely that these will also make up 

part of the constitution as Aims and Objectives.  

Appendix 1 sets out more detail on what you could do at this first event.  

Stage 2: Setting up the Group  

You’ve held an informal event, you’ve got a list of people who are all interested in doing 

something, but what happens next? The next stage is to get the group on a more formal 

footing.  Now is the time to arrange your first formal meeting.  

At this meeting you might like to discuss: 

• Aims of group;  

• What the group would like to achieve (in priority order);  

• Writing a constitution;  

• Putting together a committee;  

• Planning an activity to maintain motivation e.g. fundraising event, practical tasks etc. 

It is unlikely that you will be able to discuss and decide on all of these issues at the one 

meeting, but the above list acts as a good starting point.  

It is important to remember that this stage is about pulling together identified ideas/issues 

with the park/open space. It’s an opportunity to see what interests and skills members of 

the groups have and who would like to be involved in the decision making process.  

Developing Aims 

In terms of identifying and developing the aims of the group you can do this in a variety of 

ways such as having a questionnaire to holding a public event.  

We request that you keep in touch with Council and discuss your ideas and goals with the 

Parks and Open Space Services. We ask this because the majority of open space in the 

Borough is owned and maintained by the Council. It is important therefore that the ideas 

and goals of the Friends group works in partnership with existing Council policies and 

strategies. To help do this it is recommended that a ‘walk around’ the park with Parks and 

Open Space Development Officer and group members be undertaken.  
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Developing a Constitution 

A Constitution sets out the purpose of the group and explains how it will be managed. This 

includes the aims of the group through to how the meetings will be run.  

A Constitution does not have to be complicated and you don’t have to start from scratch! It 

is highly recommended that you look at other groups’ constitutions, as this can help you 

decide what you want your constitution to do. Usually a Constitution contains the following 

information: 

• Group name; 

• The geographical area the group will cover e.g. park, open space; 

• Aims and objectives of the group; 

• How the aims and objectives will be achieved; 

• Membership – fees, who can become a member;  

• Management committee – structure of committee, roles of members, how members 

get elected to posts etc.;  

• Equal opportunities statement;  

• Meetings – how they are arranged ; 

• Finances;  

• Relevant rules that group members should abide by; and  

• Ending the group - How and why the group can be dissolved and what happens to 

any funds. 

A sample Constitution including aims has been included in Appendix 2. 

Once the Constitution has been developed it will need to be signed by at least 2 members of 

the Committee to sign and date it. A record of this will need to be kept.  

Stage 3: Setting up a Committee 

A Committee is elected by the members of the group to carry out work on their behalf 

between normal meetings and helps with the running of the group. The Constitution that 

you have developed should contain details of what responsibilities the Committee has, how 

many members it should have etc.  

A Committee should consist of a: 

• Chairperson – leader and coordinator of the group, usually the main contact point 

with the Council; 

• Treasurer – looks after financial affairs of the group (bank account, petty cash, 

financial reports etc.); 

• Secretary – does the paperwork, keeps members informed, takes minutes etc.; and 

• At least three other members.  
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The 3 other members do not have to take up specific role but some groups do choose to 

elect vice-chairperson, treasurer etc. Having a vice-chairperson is very useful to ensure that 

if something occurs with the existing Chair someone can step into the role immediately and 

the group does not suffer.  

Anyone can elect another member to a position; however it must be decided by vote who is 

to take the position. Whilst it is possible for individuals to act as Chairperson and Secretary 

whilst organising the first formal meeting, they must give up their position when the 

Committee are elected.  

Whilst having a committee is formal, it is very useful because: 

• It helps to formalise the group (which helps get it recognised by relevant bodies such 

as funders and the Council);  

• It ensures that the work involved in running the group is shared between a few 

people, rather than all falling to one person; 

• It tends to make a group more organised; and  

• Funders much prefer groups with a committee 

Stage 4: Annual General Meeting 

Now that you have a Committee and a Constitution you should arrange your first annual 

general meeting (AGM). During this meeting you will formally approve your Committee 

members and adopt your Constitution.  

After this first meeting an AGM should be held once a year in order to elect or re-elect 

committee members and present an annual report and accounts to the rest of the group’s 

members.  

Setting up your first meeting can seem daunting and complicated if you have never done 

something similar before. To help with this here are some guidelines that should help you. 

• Where should you hold the meeting? Ideally the meeting should be organised in a 

building that is local to your park/open space. It should be as open and accessible to 

as many members of the community as possible. Hopefully there will be a range of 

people attending the meeting including older aged people, parents with children etc. 

Facilities such as schools, churches, community rooms/halls are ideal meeting places 

as they offer other facilities such as toilets, tea making facilities and parking. If the 

park has a building it may be possible to hire the building out.  

• When should you hold the meeting? You should give yourself time to organise the 

meeting. It is recommended that you give yourself 3 weeks for arranging the first 

meeting as this will give interested parties the change to make arrangements so that 

they can attend your meeting. As a lot of your members will probably be working in 

the day, you should try to arrange your meeting for late afternoon or evenings, as 

this will ensure you get as many people attending as possible. After this first meeting 
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subsequent meetings can be arranged at a time that suits the majority of your group 

best.  

• Who should you invite?  As a community group you need to involve as many people 

as possible and therefore you need to advertise it as much as possible. Whilst having 

posters and flyers about the meeting is always useful, word of mouth is one of the 

best forms of advertising. Schools, local shops, community rooms, libraries, youth 

groups, housing associations, religious groups and the park itself are great places to 

advertise your meeting. You may wish to invite someone from the Council, this could 

be your local Member and/or the Parks and Open Space Development Officer.   

• What do you need to do? All meetings should have an agenda setting out what is to 

be included in the meeting and all meetings should be minuted. It is important to 

remember to that minutes do not have to be a complete copy of everything that is 

said, they should reflect the main themes discussed, any action points marked out 

against a specific person and anything that has been agreed. The minutes should 

record the names of the people who have attended and any apologies sent for the 

meeting. Appendix 3 sets out a template agenda and minutes.  

Stage 5: Bank Accounts and Insurance 

After you have elected a Committee and signed a Constitution you will need to open up a 

bank account. It is recommended that this is a bank account with a chequebook so there is 

easy access to the group’s funds.  

Any bank account set up for the group should be set up in the name of the group with at 

least 2 signatories for the account. Signatories must be members of the committee, usually 

the chairperson and the treasurer. Other groups have chosen to have 3 signatories on  the  

account,  therefore  if  one  member  of  the  committee  is  unavailable, another can sign in 

their place. 

Insurance and Health and Safety 

If your group intends to carry out practical task/hold events you will need insurance, usually 

public liability insurance which covers accidents to the public whilst on site and public 

accident insurance which provides compensation to your volunteers.  

3. What happens next? 

Now that you are a formal group it’s time to start working on the things you want to 

achieve. Possibly the easiest way to achieve this is to put together an action plan which lists 

the objectives of the group and makes suggestions about how they will be achieved.  

Fund Raising 

In the majority of cases your group will need to raise some funds to help run the group and 

carry out projects in the park. It is recommended that you ask a membership fee to cover 
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basic administration costs. You could also hold fund raising events such as plant sales, swap 

shops and cakes sales.  

Some of the things you wish to do may require external funding. When applying for funding 

it is very important that the funder you apply to is willing to give funds for projects similar to 

yours. For example there would be little point applying to have some money to plant some 

trees to a funder who only funds sporting ventures. By reading through the information 

provided with the application you will be able to work out what projects the funder is willing 

to give money for. When filling out an application some points to bear in mind are: 

1. Do a draft of the application first: that way you can fill in the draft without worrying 

about any mistakes.  

2. Don’t be too extravagant with your first bid. It  is  better  to  apply  for smaller  

amounts  of  money  when  you  first  begin.  Funders like to see experience of 

managing money and projects before they offer you a large sum of money.  

3. Make a list of the funder’s aims and objectives. Make statements about how your 

project will reach these aims and objectives.  

4. People: Funders like projects which meet the needs of local people, if you have 

completed a piece of consultation that shows that your project will meet these 

needs try to refer to it in the application.  

5. Management: Before filling out the application make sure that you have a full 

project proposal that covers how the project will be managed. Funders like to give 

money to groups who are well organised and would be ready to start the project as 

soon as the money is available.  

6. Match funding: Make sure you include any match funding you have received.  

Equipment, facilities or volunteer time given in kind can be classed as match funding.  

7. Project costs: Be realistic about the costs of the project. When potential funders 

assess your application they will check that your budget gives an accurate estimate 

of the costs of a project.  

8. Short and concise: Try not to ramble; include everything that you feel you need to 

write but write it in the shortest way possible.     

9. At the end: Don’t forget to establish what will happen once the project is over and 

funding has ceased. You need to show the funders that you have made plans for 

what will happen when the money runs out. For example, you wish to plant trees, 

you will need to show who will water and prune them once they have been planted.  

10. Checklist: Make  a  check  list  of  any  extra  information  other  than  the  

application form, which needs to be returned to the funder, such as a constitution or 

financial records. Tick each item as you put it in the envelope.  

11. Ask for help: If you get stuck, talk to the funding agency for advice, or community 

support groups such as VAST.  

12. Try again! If you are not successful with your first bid, don’t give up, try and try 

again!  Some  funders  will  give  you  an  explanation  of  why  you  were  not 
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successful if you request it in writing. Try  to  get  a  copy  of  a  successful  

application  for  that  funder,  this  will show you what kind of things the funders are 

looking for. Many friends groups apply to the same funders so another “Friends of” 

group may be able to offer you some help.   

Charitable Status 

An organisation with charitable status is eligible to apply to a broader range of grant giving 

organisations and can receive a range of tax benefits on some kinds of donations. This 

obviously makes fundraising much easier. 

You may wish to consider registering your ‘Friends of’ registered as a charity, to find out 

more about this you should look at the following website: https://www.gov.uk/setting-up-

charity/set-up-a-charity  

4. The future awaits 

As the group establishes itself it is worth considering how to keep your group a success, 

something that people want to join and also use. Some useful hints on how to make sure 

you group is a success are: 

• It has to feel like the group has a purpose and that they are achieving something.  

• Being part of the group has to be fun – don’t make it too much like hard work, 

beware of meetings becoming long and pointless, ensure the atmosphere is relaxed 

and welcoming at meetings, tasks and other group events.  

• Keep promoting the group so that as you get natural drop off of members, you are 

also gaining new recruits!  

There is a lot of information in the public domain to help community groups.  A list of 

helpful contacts is included in Appendix 4. 

We also ask that you keep the Parks and Open Spaces Service informed that you have set up 

a group. This allows us to keep in contact and to offer help and support where possible.  

Most importantly is getting your message across to the community. You should tell as many 

people as possible about events you are running or projects you are undertaking. Good 

publicity will benefit your group by raising awareness of your work, getting your message 

across and gaining new members. Appendix 5 sets out some ways you can achieve this.  

A few ideas of things you could do in your park or open space can be found in Appendix 6. 

5. Conclusion 

Hopefully the guidance above has given you enough information to enable you set up a 

Friends group and start working towards you aims.  
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We look forward to working with you!  
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Appendix 1: Informal Meeting – Getting interest 

The purpose of this event is to get people interested in joining and establishing a ‘Friends of’ 

group. Holding a launch event, which could be an evening meeting, open day one afternoon 

or a practical task, is a good way to attract people.  

This event should be informal, fun and give people a chance to feedback their feelings on 

the site.  

Ideally it would take place on or very near the site.  It might involve a guided walk or talk 

from an expert, a practical task e.g. a litter pick or even take the form of a family event with 

activities for everyone to get involved in e.g. providing arts and crafts for children.  

Publicise the launch event as widely as possible, posters, flyers, social media. Also consider 

doing a press release. 

Once you’ve set the date of the launch event you should: 

• Gather names and contact details of people who show an interest in being part of a 

‘Friends of’ group   

• Find out what attendees think of the site, including how they would like to see it 

improved (often good to use a map)  

• Gather feedback about what people would like a ‘Friends of’ group to achieve.  

• Promote the date of the first formal meeting 

Below is a Friends registration form which can be used to gather names of people who want 

to join the group.  

Join Friends of X 

Name  

Address  

Telephone Number  

Mobile  

Email  

 

In terms of charging for Membership you may want to charge based on: 

• 1  Year Membership 

• 5 Year Membership 

• Concessions e.g. students, OAPs, Benefits 
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Appendix 2: Sample Constitution  

Below is an example of a constitution. It can be as simple or as complicated as you like.  

 1.  Name  

The name of the group shall be Friends of (insert name of park/open space here)  

 2.  Aim  

 To improve the green space generally known as (insert name of park/open space here)  

 3.  Objectives  

 The group will fulfil the aim by:  

• Promoting the health and well-being of the residents of the area and working 

together as residents regardless of age, ethnic origin, ability, sex, belief or political 

affiliation recognising the value of our many differences; 

• Involving local people in improving the area;  

• To carry out and promote both environmental improvement and practical 

conservation, to educate, encourage and support the local population in 

environmental practice by working with statutory and non-statutory agencies.  

• Promoting sport, community recreation and play facilities;  

• To raise funds and receive contributions where appropriate to finance the work.   

• To publicise and promote work; 

• Open bank accounts;  

• Make rules and standing orders for categories of members and their rights;  

• Take out insurance;  

• Organise meetings, training courses and events; 

• Work with similar groups and exchange information and advice with them; and 

• Take any action that is lawful, which would help it to fulfil its aims.  

 4.  Membership  

a) Membership of Friends of (insert name of park/open space here) shall be open to 

anyone who is interested in helping the group to achieve its aim and willing to abide 

by the rules of the group.  

b) Every member shall have one vote at general meetings.  

c) The Management Committee shall have the power to refuse membership to an 

applicant, where it is considered such membership would be detrimental to the 

aims, purposes or activities of the group.  

d) Registration and termination of membership: 

• Any member of the association may resign his/her membership and any 

representative terminate or suspend the membership of any members, if in 
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its opinion his/her conduct is prejudicial to the interests and objects of the 

association, PROVIDED THAT the individual member or representative of the 

member organisation (as the case may be) shall have the right to be heard by 

the General Committee before the final decision is made.  There shall be a 

right of appeal to an independent arbitrator appointed by mutual agreement.  

 5.  Management Committee  

a) Friends of (insert name of park/open space here) shall be administered by a 

Management Committee of not less than three people and not more than fifteen 

members elected at the group's Annual General Meeting, Committee Members 

must be at least 18 years old.  

b) The officers of the management Committee shall be:  

• The Chairperson  

• The Treasurer  

• The Secretary  

   And such other officers of the group shall deem necessary at the Meeting.  

c) The Management Committee shall meet at least twice a year.  

d) At least five Management Committee Members must be present for the 

Management Committee meeting to take place.  

e) Voting at Management Committee meetings shall be by show of hands on a majority 

basis.  If there is a tied vote then the chairperson shall have a second vote.  

f) Power to set up sub-groups and work parties as deemed necessary who shall be 

accountable to the committee.  

  6.  Finance  

a) Any money obtained by the group shall be used only for the group,  

b) Any bank accounts opened for the group shall be in the name of the group.  

c) Any cheque issued shall be signed by at least two of any three nominated signatures.  

d) The Management Committee will ensure that the group stays within the budget.  

 7.  Committee Meetings  

a) The committee shall meet at least two times each year.  

b) The quorum for a meeting shall be five.  

c) The committee shall be accountable for the members at all times.  

d) All meetings must be minuted and available to any interested party.  

e) All committee members shall be given at least seven days notice of a meeting unless 

it is deemed an emergency meeting.  

 8.  General Public Meetings  
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a) The committee shall call at least two general public meetings each year, purpose of 

these meeting is for the group to account for its actions and consider the 

regeneration and development of  (insert park or open space name here) according 

to the group's objectives.  

b) The Chair of the group shall normally chair these meetings.  

c) At least fourteen days’ notice of such a meeting must be given and advertised in at 

least five public places.  

d) All meetings, including AGM's must be minuted and available to any interested 

party.  

e) The minimum number for a General Meeting is five.  

 9.  Annual General Meeting  

a) The Friends of (insert Friends Group here) shall hold an Annual General Meeting 

(AGM) at not more than 15 month intervals.  

b) Where possible members shall be notified personally, otherwise notice will be 

deemed served by advertising the meetings in at least five public places giving at 

least fourteen days' notice of the AGM.  

c) The business of the AGM shall include:  

• Receiving a report from the Chairperson of the group's activities over the 

year; 

• Receiving a report and presentation of the last financial year's accounts from 

the Treasurer on the finances of the group; and 

• Electing a new Management Committee and considering any other matter as 

may be appropriate at such a meeting. 

d) The quorum for Annual General Meeting shall be at least eight persons of which no 

more than four shall be committee members.  

 10. Alteration of the Constitution  

a) Proposals for amendments to this constitution, or dissolution (see Clause 11) must 

be delivered to the secretary in writing.  The secretary in conjunction with all other 

officers shall then decide on the date of a forum meeting to discuss such proposals, 

giving at least four weeks clear notice.  

b) Any changes to this constitution must be agreed by a least two thirds of those 

members present and voting at any general meeting.  

 11. Dissolution  

 The group may be wound up at any time if agreed by two thirds of those members present 

and voting at any general meeting.  Any assets shall be returned to their providers, if they 

require it, or shall be passed to another group with similar aims.  

 12. Adoption of the constitution  
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 This constitution was adopted by the members present at the AGM held on:  

 ________________________________  20XX 

  

Signed:   

____________________________________           (Chair)  

  

____________________________________  (Secretary)  

  

____________________________________         (Treasurer)  

  

____________________________________  (Member)      
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Appendix 3: Sample Agenda and Minutes 

Sample Agenda 

 

An agenda does not have to be complicated. It should simply reflect what the group wish to cover in 

the meeting.  The agenda below is an example of how one could be set out and what it could 

contain.  

An agenda for an AGM would be slightly different because it would have to include a financial report 

for the year and election of the committee. It could also include guest speakers and a progress 

report from the committee.  

This is a completely fictional agenda and is not linked to any “Friends” group.  

Agenda 

Friends of Magic Park Meeting 

Date: 20th October 2005, 6.30pm 

Venue: Magic Park Community Centre 

1. Welcome, introductions and apologies. 

2. Progress since last meeting 

3. Consultation 

4. Funding applied for 

5. A.O.B. (Any Other Business) 

6. Date and time of next meeting 

7. Close 

 

Sample minutes 

 

Minutes of Meetings 

Friends of Magic Park Meeting 

Date: 20th October 2005, 6.30pm 

Venue: Magic Park Community Centre 
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1. Welcome, introductions and apologies.  

Name - Community member i.e. Friend of Park  

Name - Community member i.e. Friend of Park  

Name - Community member i.e. Friend of Park  

Name - Community member i.e. Friend of Park  

Name - Community member i.e. Friend of Park  

Name – Stafford Borough Council  

Etc.  

Apologies received: Names  etc. 

2. Progress since last meeting  

Sally reported that she will now be approaching youths in the area and speaking to them about the 

skate bowl.  

Action: Sally to give feedback at next two meetings.  

A team of youths has been registered with the youth football  scheme. They are working together at 

the moment to identify a project which they are interested in.  

Action:  Tony to work with the team to give support and ideas.  

 3. Consultation  

The last draft of the questionnaire has been completed, consultation has been planned to take place 

at the forthcoming fun day.  

Action: Jim to collect names of volunteers for consultation at the forthcoming fun day.  

It was also suggested by Sally that the Youth Workers may be able to help carry out questionnaires.  

Action: Sally to liaise with youth workers  

4. Funding applied for  

Kate has received the applications for Sports for All. The group discussed that funding for the Easter 

celebrations or Easter half term sports coaching could be applied for. It was decided that the Sprots 

for All money should be used for the Easter half term sports coaching.  

Action: Kate to fill in the Sports for All application, Kath to give support where needed.  

5. A.O.B. (Any Other Business)  

Joe enquired about the park closing times over the next few weeks. Matt explained that the park 

closes at dusk every night.  
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Action:  Matt to speak with Stafford Borough Council Parks and Open Space Officer about getting a 

sign on the main gates.   

6. Date and time of next meeting  

 Next meeting will be 13
th

 March 2015, 6.00pm at Magic Park Community Centre. 

7. Close 
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Appendix 4: Useful Contacts 
Stafford Borough Council: 

Topic Who What They Do How to contact them 

Biodiversity  William 

Waller 

Guidance on biodiversity issues Telephone: 01785 619676 

Email: sd@staffordbc.gov.uk  

Parks and Open 

Spaces 

Jenny 

Boulton 

Strategic redevelopment and 

development of parks and open spaces 

within the Borough 

Telephone: 01785 619514 

Email: 

parks@staffordbc.gov.uk  

Streetscene  Service responsible for looking after the 

Boroughs public spaces 

Telephone: 01785 619401 

Email: info@staffordbc.gov.uk 

Trees  Guidance on trees within the Borough Telephone: 01785 619000 

Email: 

trees@staffordbc.gov.uk 

 

External Sites: 

Group What they are about Website 

Big Lottery 

Fund 

The Big Lottery Fund is responsible for 

distributing 40 per cent of all funds raised for 

good causes by the National Lottery. This 

totals over £650 million each year 

https://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/  

BT 

Community 

Web Kit 

Web Kit that helps community groups build a 

website to advertise what they do.  

http://www.btck.co.uk/  

Community 

Matters 

Community Matters is the national 

membership and support organisation for 

the community sector.  

http://www.communitymatters.org.uk/ 

Funding 

Central 
Funding Central is a free website for 

charities, voluntary organisations and social 

enterprises - providing access to thousands 

of funding and finance opportunities, plus a 

wealth of tools and resources supporting 

organisations to develop sustainable income 

strategies appropriate to their needs. 

http://www.fundingcentral.org.uk/default.asp

x  

Greenland 

Trust 

The Greensand Trust is an independent 

environmental charity that works with local 

communities and landowners to conserve 

and promote the distinctive landscape, 

wildlife and history of the Greenland Trust, 

and to improve access, understanding and 

enjoyment of this fascinating area. 

http://www.greensandtrust.org/  

Groundwork: 

West 

Groundwork West Midlands aims to help 

people and organisations make changes to 

http://www.groundwork.org.uk/sites/westmi

dlands  
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Midlands create better neighbourhoods, to build skills 

and job prospects, and to live and work in a 

greener way 

Love Parks Love Parks is the year round celebration of 

parks and green spaces. It has been set up to 

support and recognise all the hard work 

friends’ groups do up and down the county 

to maintain and protect them. 

http://www.loveparks.org.uk/home/1816 

Love Where 

You Live 

A network that enables people to network 

about issues that you care about.  

http://www.lovewhereyoulive.org/home/847  

National 

Federation of 

Parks and 

Green Spaces 

The National Federation of Parks of Green 

Spaces (NFPGS) is a UK network of area-wide 

Forums. We exist to promote, protect and 

improve the UK's parks and green spaces by 

linking together all the friends and users 

Forums/networks throughout the country.   

http://www.natfedparks.org.uk/index.html  

Natural 

England 

National Government body concerned with 

conserving and enhancing the natural 

environment. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisatio

ns/natural-england  

Playful 

Communities  

Playful Communities is part of Play England’s 

Engaging Communities in Play programme 

which supports community involvement in 

play and promotes the role of the voluntary 

and community sector in delivering play 

opportunities for children. 

http://www.playfulcommunities.org.uk/ 

  

Project Wild 

Thing 

Project Wild Thing is a film led movement to 

get more kids (and their folks!) outside and 

reconnecting with nature. The film is an 

ambitious, feature-length documentary that 

takes a funny and revealing look at a complex 

issue, the increasingly disparate connection 

between children and nature. 

http://projectwildthing.com/  

The 

Conservation 

Volunteers 

The Conservation Volunteers have been 

reclaiming green places since 1959. The 

Conservation Volunteers help hundreds of 

thousands of people each year to reclaim 

local green places.  Through our own 

environmental projects and through our 

network of 2,000 community groups, we see 

people – every day, and all across the UK – 

taking responsibility for their own local 

environments. 

http://www.tcv.org.uk/  

VAST VAST is a registered charity, providing 

services and support to Voluntary 

Organisations, Community Groups, Charities 

and Social Enterprises (VCS) in Staffordshire 

as well as Corporate Social Responsibility 

services to local businesses. 

http://www.vast.org.uk/  

Wild About 

Plants 

A volunteer organisation which promotes 

communities and individuals to go outside 

and enjoy the nature on their doorstep.  

http://www.wildaboutplants.org.uk/  
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Woodlands 

Trust 

A charity that seeks to improve the future of 

native woodland. We work with government, 

landowners, organisations and members of 

the public.  

http://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/  
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Appendix 5: Getting the word out 

To ensure you get as many people as possible not only involved with the ‘Friends of’ group 

but attending the events you put on and the projects you run you need to get the word out. 

There are a number of ways you can do this.   

Posters and flyers  

A simple poster can be put up in parks notice boards, schools, local shops, pubs, libraries 

and community centres. This will help to get people to the event. You could  also make 

smaller ‘flyers’ or leaflets and distribute them on shop counters or by hand, people often 

respond well to a ‘personal touch’. You could run a competition with your local school to 

design a poster for you and ask your local shop to photocopy posters and leaflets for you.  

 Local media  

Often the best way of informing people of your event is through your local newspaper, radio 

or television. Papers often have 'What's On' columns that advertise details of events from 

small groups. You should contact the news desk at least one or two weeks before the event 

(or earlier if the publication is a ‘monthly’) so that they can put the date in their diary. Then 

contact them the day before the publication goes to press to ensure they have remembered 

your event.  Things that you need to tell the media:  

• What's happening at the event  

• When the event is taking place  

• Where it is taking place  

• Who is taking part  

• Why is it happening  

• How it will affect local people  

This information can be all put together in a press release. An unusual event, celebrity 

participation, a good photo opportunity, or a news story is more likely to be used by the 

media. Sometimes the press will send a photographer and/or a reporter but this can't be 

guaranteed. If no media attends you can send them a concise description of what happened 

(e.g. how many people took part and what was achieved), along with photos taken before, 

during and after the event. Most local newspapers will accept your photographs if they are 

of a good quality.  

Newsletters  

These are a great way of informing your members and the wider community of what your 

group is up to; celebrating successful events, promoting upcoming activities and recruiting 

new members.  
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Email database  

Set up a secure Data Base of members’ email addresses. This is a very quick tool to 

disseminate information and to attach newsletters, thus saving on stationery and delivery.  

When you send an email use remember to use the blind carbon copy (Bcc) facility, so that 

an individual’s email address is hidden from the other people receiving the email.    

Websites  

It’s a good idea to create your own website so that as many people as possible can find out 

about you. The Community Website Builder allows registered UK charities, non-profit 

making organisation and volunteer led groups or organisations to build and maintain their 

own website free of charge. A link to this is contained in Appendix 4. 

You could also use Facebook and Twitter. These are free, easy to use and a good way of 

communicating with a wide audience.  
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Appendix 6: Things to do! 

Events are a great way to get people involved with the park/open space and celebrate any 

successes the ‘Friends of’ group have achieved. There are lots of things you may consider 

doing…remember though these are just a few ideas! 

Festivals 

Gala days, Fun days, Music events, Sports 

days 

Halloween events - night-time walks, creepy 

treasure-hunts 

Easter events - egg rolling, Easter egg hunts Diwali – lanterns in the park 

Chinese New Year – lanterns, parades  

National/International Schemes 

Love Parks Week  National Storytelling Week 

International Dawn Chorus Day  National Tree planting Week  

National Play Day  

Practical projects 

Community clean-ups Planting – trees, bulbs, wildflowers 

Nest/bat-box building Removing invasive plants 

Painting murals  

Educational activities 

Bat detecting Pond dipping 

Minibeast hunts Herbal walks 

Exercise 

Walking groups Frisbee teams 

Football teams Circus skills 

Rounders  

Other things 

Picnics Bark and leaf rubbings 

Nature trails  

Information about your park 

Making leaflets about the park / creating a 

website 

Recording people’s stories of the park,   

Making information boards 

 

If you are planning to hold a large event within a park you will need to complete an Events 

Application Form. To obtain this form you should either email parks@staffordbc.gov.uk or 

telephone 01785 619514.  

 

 


